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by Professor Bauer it would have saved him the unfounded asser-
tion concerning decline in India's relative share. Of the four major
commodities dealt with in the study, India's share has increased
in the case of tea and cotton textiles; whereas jute manufactures
form a near-monopoly, and exports of ground-nuts and oil are of
marginal significance, amounting to only 2 per cent of total exports.
 4.	Dr. Krueger regards my estimates of export prospects as
"pessimistic."   The Indian Government and the scholars in the
field would have been grateful indeed if she had presented the major
elements on which a non-pessimistic forecast could be built.   In-
stead, she broadly agrees with my estimate of jute exports.   She
finds "much evidence" for several alternative hypotheses for "de-
mand for tea," although not a word can be found to show whether
she expects demand for tea to rise over the next two decades by
15—20 per cent as I had suggested, or more than that.   Similarly,
even a simple question such as "will the cotton-textile   exports
rise or fall in the future?"  (let alone precise indication of by how
much) cannot be answered with any degree of certainty from her
text.  These three commodity groups make up more than one-half
of India's exports, and Dr. Krueger has nothing to say about the
others. Is this the way to prescribe optimistic perspectives to Inida?
 5.	The final section by  Dr. Krueger and  paragraphs 7-9 by
Professor Bauer deal with the implications of my analysis. The role
of deficit finance and larger imports by the public sector are for
them the villains of the piece for the recent foreign-exchange crisis.
In their haste to chase the culprits, it was simply overlooked that
my study had nothing to do with explaining the recent foreign-
exchange crisis; nor did I once refer to  "deficit finance" in the
^-^i&^^s^j^my study. Professor Bauer advances the general
formula for balfentrtEe'economy. He appears to think that
once you do away with deficit finance, a large measure of the trou-
bles will be over. A theorist's fascination for general formulae
has much to commend itself. But can these generalised formulae
be used to suggest that if two countries (say, India, with difficulties
in raising exports, and Venezuela or Iraq, which do not face such
difficulties in petroleum exports) were to finance their investments
without resorting to any deficit finance, there would be no serious
difference in the growth of their ability to import capital goods
to carry out the rising investment programme? The factors that

